
Holon CollaborNet™

Holon has reimagined interoperability to make the 
impossible, possible. We liberate data to liberate care, 
using a unique bi-directional delivery technology that 
puts the right information in front of the right people, 
at the right time.

LEARN MORE, CONTACT US, OR REQUEST A DEMONSTRATION

holonsolutions.com  |  770-953-8916

SURFACING INSIGHTS, EMPOWERING PROVIDERS

58%
OF PROVIDERS feel that value-
based care only creates more work 
without benefitting patients.*

* Humana and AAFP 2017 Value-Based 
Payment Survey

37%
OF TREATMENT TIME is already 
spent working in the EHR instead 
of providing care.†

† Sinsky, Colliga, et al, Annals of Internal 
Medicine, December 2016

72% 
OF DOCTORS don’t have all the 
information they need about their 
patients.‡ 

‡ 2018 Quest Diagnostics Annual Study

Data trapped in silos. Patchwork solutions that create more problems than they solve. Labor-
intensive portals that drag physicians out of their workflows, creating disengagement. 

When it’s impossible to share data, we can’t share insights, and we can’t improve outcomes  
for populations or individual patients. So how will value-based care ever fulfill its promise?

Already used by thousands of providers across hundreds of locations, Holon CollaborNet 
is a point-of-care platform that empowers risk-bearing organizations to optimize patient 
outcomes and financial performance by surfacing actionable, patient-specific insights 
directly to and from the point of care. Through its innovative technology, Holon is removing 
administrative burden from clinicians, allowing them to focus on what matters most.

twitter.com/HolonSolutions

linkedin.com/company/Holon-Solutions
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CONNECT
Automatically share clinical data back  
to payers and vendors.

INSIGHTS
Surface actionable insights at the point 
of care.

REFERRALS
Facilitates electronic collaboration 
across health communities.

Holon’s sensor 
recognizes the 
patient in context 
and surfaces 
real-time, pertinent, 
insights directly 
within the workflow 
at the point of care.
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Holon CollaborNet 
BETTER PATIENT OUTCOMES, BETTER FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 

Holon CollaborNet creates closer alignment between providers and payers, 
enabling better patient outcomes and better financial performance by 
surfacing insights to and from the point of care.

GET THE RIGHT DATA IN FRONT OF THE RIGHT PEOPLE, AT THE RIGHT TIME

The Banner/Aetna joint venture is focused on creating better 
experiences, lower costs, and improved patient outcomes for 
one of the largest Accountable Care Organizations in the United 
States. They selected Holon to help activate their population 
health management solution, by surfacing contextual insights 
across many different EHRs, and by automatically retrieving 
clinical data from their affilated providers.

“Holon’s capabilities to work across numerous EMRs to alert at the 
point of care, combined with their ability to seamlessly retrieve 
the data we need for our population health efforts moves our 
network ahead light-years in terms of community interoperability. 
Combining this functionality means that we have a more 
complete patient data to analyze, so we can see opportunities 
to refine care delivery or coding, thereby lowering costs for 
employers and members, and improving patient outcomes.”

—Ryan Smith, CIO & SVP Information Technology, Banner/Aetna
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